Dear Members and Friends,

There were many moving Holocaust commemorations last month. Some of them were recorded and are available in the FYI section below.

Our thanks to Karen Kruger for being with us on Facebook in April. We now turn our attention to our May guest Esther Safran Foer. Esther is the daughter of Holocaust survivors, born in post war Europe, and the author of the memoir “I Want You to Know We’re Still Here”. The book was a National Jewish Book Award finalist and named one of the best books of the year by NPR and the Religion News Service. It was a BBC Radio book of the week.

Esther and her husband, Bert Foer, are the parents of three sons (authors Frank, Jonathan, and Joshua Foer), and the grandparents of seven. Jonathan Safran Foer, their middle son, wrote the international best seller, “Everything is Illuminated”, a fictionalized version of their family’s Holocaust history published in 2002 which was turned into a major motion picture. Esther’s research produced the family’s actual story in her 2020 book which has now been published in eight languages.

In June we will end our guest visits and, in honor of Holocaust Survivor Day, share stories of the Holocaust survivors who have inspired us. We will have more information on this next month.

We hope you will join the discussion: GSI book / film discussion group | Facebook

Thank you, and be well,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

The form for event submissions may be found at: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. 
You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

Save the dates…for two live digital programs about the US Holocaust Memorial Museum’s research services and ongoing efforts to preserve, safeguard, and expand its collection of Holocaust evidence. **June 4, 2023, 5:00 pm ET**, Preserving Holocaust History through Artifacts and Research, and **June 11, 2023, 5:00 pm ET**, Preserving Holocaust History through Oral Histories and Films. These programs are co-sponsored by Generations of the Shoah International (GSI), World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants, Descendant of Holocaust Survivors and Red LAES: Red Latinoamericana para la Enseñanza de la Shoá.

**CONFERENCES**

**Heroinies of the Holocaust: Nurses and Doctors as Resisters in the Holocaust and Genocide**

June 6, 2023 11:00 am ET
Foundation Hall, Wagner College Holocaust Center, Staten Island, NY
To register for Zoom: https://wagner.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJUoduqDlOoE9MofoldeGda1-03Mris3Xh4. To register in person email: holocaust.center@wagner.edu.

**2023 Belfer National Conference for Educators**

June 26 – 28, 2023
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Free Virtual Sessions
Commemoration and Reunion in Mauritius  
September 6 – 8, 2023  
Republic of Mauritius  
For more information and RSVP please email: roni.mikel@mail.huji.ac.il

War, the Holocaust, and Human Rights Conference  
October 11 – 13, 2023  
United States Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, CO

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

The Lodz Ghetto: An In-Depth Study  
May 1, 2023, 3:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections

The Courage to Act: Forming a Chain of Resistance  
May 4, 2023, 1:00 pm PT  
Shoah Foundation

Building Bridges: Bringing Holocaust Education to the Spanish-Speaking World  
May 9, 2023, 7:00 pm ET  
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Perpetrators of the Holocaust: A Reassessment  
May 10, 2023, 3:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections

Exploring Connections Between the Ghettos & Japanese Incarceration  
May 17, 2023, 4:00 pm ET  
Echoes & Reflections

Religious Approaches to Understanding Rescue during the Holocaust  
May 30 – June 2, 2023  
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

The Alan Cornell US Campus Faculty Seminar  
June 5 – 15, 2023  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

About the Holocaust & Human Rights Teachers of America Symposium  
July 24 – 27, 2023  
Avalon Hotel, Alpharetta, GA
Jewish Resistance during the Holocaust Revisited
December 4 – 7, 2023
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

CFP Research Seminar
Memory Maps: Early Postwar Efforts to Identify, Locate, Document, and Memorialize Former Sites of Jewish Life and Death (1944–1955)
January 3 – 4, 2024
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – May 10, 2023—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Exhibit from the Montreal Holocaust Museum. Witness to History, Keepers of Memory offers a look at the life trajectories of Holocaust survivors in Canada. For information and to schedule a visit: michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu.

Now – June 18, 2023—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Survivors: Faces of Life After the Holocaust.

Now – June 18, 2023—Holocaust Resource & Education Center of Florida, Maitland, FL
Exhibit: Finding Kalman and Never Again – Again.

Now – August 13, 2023—Ronald Reagan Presidential Library & Museum, Simi Valley, CA
Exhibition: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The exhibition brings together more than 700 original objects of significant historic and human value.

May 2 – June 30, 2023—American Center, Tržiště 13, Prague, Czech Republic
Photographic exhibit about the late Czechoslovak Olympic athlete and Holocaust survivor Kurt Epstein and his family of Roudnice. For more: American Center (americkacentrum.cz).

May 2, 2023, 12:00 noon PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Curating Forgotten Victims: The Nazi Genocide of the Roman and Sinti with Dr. Barbara Warnock

May 2, 2023, 2:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The Voices of Descendants: The Continued Impact of the Holocaust: Emanuel Rosen, author of If Anyone Calls, Tell Them I Died, and Noah Lederman, author of A World Erased: A Grandson’s Search for His Family’s Holocaust Secrets, both reflect on the Holocaust in their writings as descendants of Holocaust survivors. They each explore how losses suffered by one generation, and the holes left by the unknown past and searched for by the second and third
generations, have a continued presence in and impact on family life. Moderated by Irit Felsen.

May 2, 2023: 8:00 pm ET—3G NY, New York, NY
Interfaith Panel: Married to a 3G on Zoom. Register here

May 3, 2023, 12:00 noon ET—Fritz Ascher Society, New York, NY
Online: The Missing Archive: Bauhaus Designers and the Holocaust with Elizabeth Otto

May 3, 2023, 7:00 pm CT—University Church, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL
Violins of Hope in person and online. String quartet to perform on rescued instruments from the Holocaust.

May 4, 2023, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
On-site program: Light Among Darkness: 80th Anniversary of the Rescue of Bulgarian Jews. During World War II, none of Bulgaria’s approximately 50,000 Jews were deported to Nazi death camps. With Professor Michael Bar-Zohar and Svetoslav Stankov, Consul General of the Republic of Bulgaria in Chicago.

May 4, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

May 4, 2023, 7:30 pm ET—Earl Bales Community Centre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Film screening Rescue in the Philippines: Refuge from the Holocaust. Purchase tickets here.

May 7, 2023, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Unveiling Jewish Budapest. This virtual tour will include stories of the people there who risked their lives to save their Jewish neighbors during the Holocaust.

May 7, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Film and discussion: Sally Noach – The Angel of Lyon: Salomon “Sally” Noach acted at personal risk to rescue Jews who had already been captured by the Gestapo. Suggested donation.

May 9, 2023, 6:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
A Conversation with the Second Generation: The Importance of Telling Our Stories.

May 11, 2023, 7:00 pm CT—Jewish Museum, Milwaukee, WI
Race, Degeneracy and Eugenics in the Late 19th/Early 20th Centuries. Fees.

May 12 – June 23, 2023—Ben May Main Library, Mobile Public Library, Mobile, AL-Dayton Metro Library, Dayton, OH
US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust.

May 15, 2023, 12:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Focus on Holocaust History - Transnistria: Special Topics Raised in The Holocaust: What Hate Can Do.
May 16, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Gratz College, Melrose Park, PA  
**Live and online:** The Knots that Bind: The Holocaust, Israel, and Contemporary Antisemitism with Dr. Ayal Feinberg.

May 17, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY  
**May book club** on Zoom: *Daughter of the Reich*, by Louise Fein

May 17, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO, Center for Jewish History, New York, NY  
**Knowledge Under Siege Book Discussion** - *Night Without End: The Fate of Jews in German Occupied Poland*, edited by Barbara Engelking and Jan Grabowski, with guest speaker Jan Grabowski.

May 18, 2023, 12:30 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY  
**At Lunch with Joseph Berger**, author of *Displaced Persons: Growing Up American After the Holocaust, and Elie Wiesel: Confronting the Silence.*

May 18, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburg, PA  
The Holocaust as an Interdisciplinary Tapestry: Holocaust Cinema: **How “A Film Unfinished” Questions Archival Footage** with Annette Insdorf.

May 18, 2023, 4:00 pm PT—Sahara West Library, 9600 W. Sahara, Las Vegas, NV  
**Surviving the Holocaust: Some Remarkable Stories of Survival** with Esther Finder who has conducted oral histories for the USC Shoah Foundation and US Holocaust Memorial Museum.

May 18, 2023, 6:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**Book talk:** *Rain of Ash* with Ari Joskowicz. author of *Rain of Ash: Roma, Jews, and the Holocaust* and Dr. Petra Gelbart, ethnomusicologist, and grandchild of Roma survivors.

May 18, 2023, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
**Exhibition opening:** *The Girl in the Diary: Searching for Rywka from the Lodz Ghetto.*

May 18, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—3GNY, New York, NY  
**Happy Hour.** Register for location. [Get your Early Bird tickets today.](#)

May 18, 2023, 8:00 pm PT—Royce Hall, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA  
**Music and Justice: A Concert for Sugihara**

May 21, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Ghetto Fighter’s House, West Galilee, Israel  
Talking memory program marking the 80th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising: **The Battle of Warsaw’s Jews: The Afterlife of the Revolt** with Dr. Avinoam Patt.

May 21, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY  
**Film and discussion:** *Wilfrid Israel, Holocaust Hero*. Suggested donation.

May 23, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**Book talk:** *The Last Secret of the Secret Annex.*
May 30, 2023, 6:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, 100 Crescent Beach Rd. Glen Cove, NY
2G Tuesdays featuring Deborah Stueber with Holocaust survivors Edith and Kurt Leuchter in-person with a virtual option.

June 7, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—YIVO, Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Film Screening - Four Winters: A Story of Jewish Partisan Resistance and Bravery in World War II. Post-screening discussion with Director/Writer/Producer Julia Mintz.

June 15, 2023, 4:00 pm ET—3GNY, New York, NY
Leopoldstadt on Broadway: 3G Outing and Cast Talkback. RSVP by May 17. Fees.
June 22, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA

The Holocaust as an Interdisciplinary Tapestry: German Professionals and the Holocaust with William Frederick Meinecke, Jr.

July 7 - August 18, 2023—Richland Library (Columbia, SC)
Chattahoochee Valley Libraries (Columbus, GA)
Kokomo-Howard County Public Library (Kokomo, IN)
Washoe County Library System (Reno, NV)

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust

**FYI... For Your Information**

**FYI...** Online newsletters
Arolsen Archives April 26, 2023
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Yad Vashem April 3, 2023
Yad Vashem April 16, 2023

**FYI...** The National Center for Jewish Film’s Annual Film Festival runs from May 7 – 23 and has several Holocaust related films.

**FYI...** You can light a virtual candle to honor a victim of the Holocaust here: www.illuminatethepast.org

**FYI...** Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the COVID-19 virus pandemic and beyond. Here are some of them:

March 26, 2023: Violated!: Sexual Abuse During and After the Holocaust: Victimization of Jewish Women Survivors by Their Soviet Liberators
April 3, 2023: Defining an Unimaginable Crime: The Story of Raphael Lemkin
April 14, 2023: Holocaust Deniers in their Own Words
April 16, 2023: Museum of Jewish Heritage Annual Gathering of Remembrance
April 16, 2023: North Carolina State Holocaust Commemoration
April 17, 2023: Yom HaShoah 2023 JCC Milwaukee
April 18, 2023: Jewish Partisan Moshe Baran and his Family commemorate Yom HaShoah v’HaGevurah
April 18, 2023: Live Broadcast of Holocaust Remembrance Day 2023 Opening Ceremony at Yad Vashem
April 18, 2023: Yom Hashoah Vehagvurah (Montreal)
April 18, 2023: Holocaust Remembrance Day – United Nations
April 18, 2023: Federal Inter-Agency Holocaust Remembrance Program (USA)
April 19, 2023: Shielding the Flame | Polin Museum
April 20, 2023: National Commemoration of the Days of Remembrance
April 21, 2023: We will not give up! – Life and fight in the Warsaw Ghetto | Part 1
April 23, 2023: Beth Ami Yom Hashoah 2023

Click here for past podcasts from the Ackerman Center Podcast
Click here for past videos from the Anne Frank House
Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past Museo del Holocausto de Buenos Aires programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.

Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.

Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO Institute for Jewish Research

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated. If a link doesn’t work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, or others.

Across Borders: International

On display at Germany’s embassy in Israel: portraits of Holocaust survivors that seek to reclaim their stories

Israeli-Polish Deal On Holocaust Trips Includes Problematic Sites

Israel Capitulates to Poland’s Demands to Expose Jewish Children to Holocaust Revisionism Industry

Leading Holocaust Expert Accuses Netanyahu of ‘Betraying Six Million’ Victims Following Agreement With Poland on Youth Visits

Yad Vashem denounces Poland’s demanded additions to Israeli student trips as ‘inappropriate’

Israeli Holocaust memorial criticizes deal with Poland
‘Let Us Draw Strength’: Polish and Israeli Leaders Commemorate 80th Anniversary of Warsaw Ghetto Uprising

Top Israeli Holocaust Scholar Defends Targeted Polish Historian Over TV Claim That Poles ‘Failed’ Jews

Researchers Compare Russia to Nazis During WWII For Stealing Art From Ukraine, Trying to Destroy Its Cultural Identity

The road to the Holocaust: Racism as an integral part of European culture

King Charles commemorates the Kindertransport during Germany trip

Defying The Holocaust Didn't Just Mean Uprising And Revolt: Remembering Jews' Everyday Resistance

Eerie WW2 Photos Captured Way More Than Expected

‘Dignity’ of Holocaust Victims Violated by Upcoming ‘Antisemitic’ Roger Waters Concert, Auschwitz Committee Leader Says

'Stumbling Stones:' How 100,000 plaques shape Holocaust memory

Canadian Neo-Nazi Who Flashed Antisemitic Message Onto Anne Frank House With Laser Arrested in Poland

Man arrested for projecting Holocaust denial message on Anne Frank House

Australia

Powerful image shines light on LGBTQ+ perspective

Lynn Novick (The U.S. And The Holocaust) ‘We Wish This Film Weren't Quite So relevant As It Is'

Austria

Austrian pianist plumbs depths of Holocaust with songs of exile | Mumbai News - Times of India

Belgium

Bits Of The Benelux: Stumbling Upon Holocaust History

‘Der Jude!’ An Exclusive Glimpse into the World’s Largest Collection of Antisemitic Artifacts

Canada

Federal Government Must Release Documents on Nazi War Criminals in Canada: B’nai Brith

Montreal’s oldest synagogue building vandalized with swastikas | The Times of Israel

Anti-Vaccine Gathering At Holocaust Monument Disgusting, Says Human Rights Group

Dominican Republic

The Dominican Republic was a haven for Jews fleeing the Nazis. A museum project could tell that story.
France

Tracking a Child’s Footprint: The Rescue of France’s Jewish Children in the Holocaust

Germany

Berlin museum presents 100 works by artist Gerhard Richter
German City of Dusseldorf Restitutes to Heirs of Jewish Gallery Owner Portrait From Mayor’s Office
How a German magazine fell for fake Hitler diaries
Fake Hitler diaries from 1980s scam to be displayed at German national archives
Here’s how a German magazine fell for Hitler’s fake diaries which are set to be made public
How the Nazi Regime Upended the Lives of These Bavarian Villagers
I can’t forget what the Nazis did to my family, but I can be grateful to a repentant Germany

Israel

Israel grinds to a halt as siren wails to commemorate 6 million Holocaust victims
Holocaust Remembrance Day: How many survivors are living in Israel?
Ahead of annual memorial day, 147,199 Holocaust survivors living in Israel
Nearly 150000 Holocaust survivors live in Israel
Yad Vashem Book of Names: A duty to connect, remember Holocaust victims
Yom HaShoah 2023: How Israel remembered the Holocaust
What Matters Now to Yad Vashem head Dani Dayan: Warsaw Ghetto Jews were divided, too.
Warsaw Ghetto uprising survivor honored on 80th anniversary
Philanthropist honours Holocaust survivors at home of Israeli president
As Passover Ends, Rabbi In Israel Remembers Family's Experience During Holocaust: Nazis 'Entered Their Home'
Sharing Holocaust Memories With Instagram Generation
Israel marks Holocaust Remembrance Day: Watch
Live Broadcast of Holocaust Remembrance Day 2023 Opening Ceremony at Yad Vashem
Holocaust Remembrance Day: Herzog hosts Memory in the Living Room
Negev town honors French sister city for saving Jews during Holocaust
‘Holocaust distortion is rising worldwide’
The Holocaust Is Fading Fast And It’s A Catastrophe
The Holocaust is not why they fought, say 1948 veterans of Israel’s War of Independence
Herzog urges Israelis to set disputes aside in ‘sacred days’ honoring survivors
Over flight intercom, El Al pilot links Israel’s judicial reform to the Holocaust
Arye Deri pitches 50% off graves to impoverished Holocaust survivors
Israel to light up public buildings in yellow for Holocaust Remembrance
How the Palestinian Authority Denies and Manipulates the Holocaust

Italy
Mural Depicting Simpsons Characters as Nazi Concentration Camp Inmates Gets Vandalized on Yom HaShoah

Lithuania
Garliava, Lithuania: On the Town’s Holocaust Mass Grave and its Old Jewish Cemetery
After nine rounds, Lithuanian courts fail to rule on Noreika’s role in Holocaust

Netherlands
Dutch to Make Public the Files on Accused Nazi Collaborators

Poland
Haredi Women Take 70,000 On Virtual Visit To Auschwitz
Survivor, 94, returns to 'off-limits' Auschwitz cell - The Forward
Auschwitz Museum Grants Holocaust Survivor First Access to Block Where He Was Imprisoned as Child
Chabad History With Rabbi Dalfin – Holocaust Survivors From Makow, Poland
Marking The Warsaw Ghetto Uprisings - 80th Anniversary
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising’s 80th anniversary marked with daffodils, 3 presidents and an 11th commandment against ‘indifference’
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising remembered 80 years on, with Herzog to attend
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising: Five facts for its 80th anniversary
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising commemorated on 80th anniversary
Poland marks 80th anniversary of Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising commemorated on 80th anniversary
Daffodils bloom as symbol of Warsaw ghetto uprising memory
They Have Not Died In Vain: The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, Eighty Years Later
'Voices from the buried city': Warsaw ghetto memory lives on - Digital Journal
Misconceptions about Warsaw Ghetto Uprising abound, says historian Zachary Mazur
‘From Every Floor, From Every Window:’ Remembering the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
‘Burning all around’: Warsaw Ghetto survivors recall uprising 80 years on
German president asks forgiveness on Warsaw ghetto anniversary
What should Jews think of Poland?

Thousands join Holocaust remembrance march at Auschwitz

Auschwitz Museum Remembers Gay Men Who Were Murdered in the Holocaust

Polish TV station investigated over Holocaust scholar's claim Poles did little to help Jews in WW2

Polish regulator probes TV network where academic argued Poles 'failed' Jews in WWII

**Switzerland**

Switzerland approves its first national memorial honoring victims of the Holocaust

Swiss to erect 1st national memorial honoring Nazi victims

Swiss bank held nearly 100 Nazi-linked accounts, senators say

A Swiss bank held nearly 100 Nazi-linked accounts, senators reveal

Credit Suisse Maintained Nazi-Linked Accounts into 21st Century, Subpoenaed Records Show - Senator Chuck Grassley

Simon Wiesenthal Center’s Statement Concerning its Investigation of Credit Suisse AG and Nazi Assets

Credit Suisse Failed to Probe Nazi Past, Senate Committee Says.

Credit Suisse is impeding probe into Nazi bank accounts, US lawmakers say

Beleaguered Swiss Bank Accused of Impeding Hunt for Accounts Linked to Nazis

Investigators Exploring Credit Suisse Ties to Nazis Should Be Reinstated, World Jewish Congress Says

Jewish group blasts Credit Suisse for sacking investigators probing bank’s Nazi links

**United Kingdom**

University admits it should have stopped destruction of Jewish Nazi victims’ remains

North Lincolnshire Council Tory Candidate Suspended Over Holocaust Posts

NHS Trust director steps down after JN uncovers posts about Holocaust and ‘real Jews’

Opinion: Should the Westminster’s Holocaust Memorial wait for better economic times?

UK hosts emergency meeting on millions of unclaimed Holocaust property stolen from Jews, others

Lord Pickles launches Holocaust Testimony portal working group

I went to Auschwitz with Holocaust survivors. It was shocking, but so memorable

Austria offers more than a passport to my daughter Viola

Opinion: My dear grandfather Zigi knew laughter is often a Jew’s best defence

How the Yellow Candle Project keeps the flame burning for Shoah victims
Survivors commemorate 78th anniversary of Buchenwald camp liberation
Teaching tolerance through the stories of Wales’ Kindertransport stories
'Sometimes silence says everything', Kaplinsky tells Holocaust testimony conference
The Little-Known Cellist of Auschwitz
Filming starts on controversial Tattooist of Auschwitz adaptation
More than 100 Holocaust survivors & families participate in a Pledge to Remember
The baton is falling to us to remember the Holocaust
'Papa Was A Survivor. We Knew Nothing': The Story That Inspired Jeannette Sorrell's Music
Trudy Gold: ‘We all put our souls into teaching about the Shoah properly’
We must always remember the heroes of the Warsaw Ghetto
Live streamed Yom HaShoah ceremony marks 80th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising
My mother was a fantasist. Schindler’s List helped me understand who she really was
Guernsey to mark Holocaust Memorial Day
Toothpaste find linked to Lake District Holocaust survivors
Obituary: Zdenka Fantlová
BMA suspends doctor who reportedly joked about the Holocaust

USA
On this Yom Hashoah, we must remember the living: Taking care of aging Holocaust survivors is a sacred duty
Rosen, Lankford introduce Holocaust education audit bill in the Senate
To tackle rise of antisemitism, Rosen & Lankford introduce bipartisan bill to strengthen Holocaust education in the U.S.
US lawmakers introduce legislation to boost Holocaust education in public schools
Bipartisan bill seeks to enhance Holocaust education in public schools
House Democrats Introduce Bill to Award Congressional Gold Medal to American Holocaust Rescuers
Adolf Eichmann Was Ready for His Close-Up. My Father Gave It to Him.
Torch-carrying marchers indicted in Charlottesville rally
Clarence Thomas' benefactor, the billionaire megadonor Harlan Crow, has a collection of Hitler artifacts and Nazi memorabilia: report
Conservative donor’s Nazi memorabilia collection in spotlight amid revelations about his Clarence Thomas ties
Joe Biden: To Fight Antisemitism, We Must Remember, Speak Out And Act
'Nazis Are Not Welcome in Florida’: Gov. Ron DeSantis Signs Antisemitism Bill
Rep. Dan Goldman: Holocaust education should celebrate Jewish life, too
‘How Saba Kept Singing,’ Holocaust doc produced by Hillary and Chelsea Clinton, to air on PBS for Yom Hashoah

PBS to Premiere Holocaust Documentary About Polish Singer and Auschwitz Survivor Co-Produced by Hillary and Chelsea Clinton

Passover In Auschwitz, 1943: When Ashkenazi Jews Used A Sephardic Haggadah

A Survivors’ Haggadah – Passover 1946

South Florida organization serves Holocaust survivors with Passover meals

‘Never again’: Holocaust survivors, descendants celebrate Passover Seder at UNLV

NYC Holocaust Survivor Shares 60-Year Secret: He Arrested One of Hitler’s Top Officers

'We knew that our end had come': 80 years later, remember the Warsaw Ghetto Jewish uprising

Is Holocaust Education Making Anti-Semitism Worse?

Learning to Not Read History Backwards

Malines: A Memoir of the Vilna Ghetto

Tell the whole story of the Jewish people, not just that of victimhood | Opinion

Living the Good Life in a Nazi Death Camp: The SS at Sobibor

A Holocaust cattle car in Times Square makes a moving, if jarring, statement

The American Spy Who Surrendered to the Nazis to Save Civilians

2nd Fleet Sailors, Allies Remember Victims Of The Holocaust

World War II Vet Shares Story About Horrors Of Concentration Camp

Stanford releases full digital archive of Nuremberg trials – J.

Remembering the last Holocaust prosecutor

Ben Ferencz, the last living Nuremberg prosecutor, dies at 103

Ben Ferencz, last living Nuremberg prosecutor of Nazis, dies

Ben Ferencz, last living prosecutor of Nazis at Nuremberg trials, dies at 103

Ben Ferencz, former Nuremberg trials prosecutor who secured convictions of Nazi death squad commanders, dies at 103

Ben Ferencz, last surviving Nuremberg prosecutor, dies at 103

Ben Ferencz: D-Day Vet, Nuremberg Prosecutor, ICC Visionary

From Nuremberg to the ICC, Ben Ferencz never gave up fighting for international justice

Ben Ferencz, the last living Nuremberg prosecutor, has died at age 103

Ben Ferencz, last living Nuremberg prosecutor of Nazis, dies

Ben Ferencz, Nuremberg prosecutor who devoted his life to preventing genocide, dies at 103

Nuremberg Prosecutor Saw Hell But Never Lost Hope In Peace On Earth
Board Chairman of the Florida Holocaust Museum, Michael Igel aims to keep Ben Ferencz’s legacy alive

Endphase review – searing testimony to one of the last Nazi war crimes

Hedda Kleinfeld Schachter, Who Helped Redefine Bridal Industry, Dies At 99

Hedda Kleinfeld Schachter, Holocaust survivor and bridal empire builder, dies at 99

Alan Moskin, World War II veteran who helped liberate Nazi concentration camp, dies at 96

Temple Israel Announces Passing of Rabbi Sim Glaser z”l

‘Grandfather of Trash Television’ Longtime Talk Show Host Jerry Springer Dies at 79

Former MSUM President Escaped Holocaust, Became Champion Of Social Justice

Remembering The Holocaust. First-Person Accounts In Documentaries

Auschwitz survivor teams up with grandson to share her story with Gen Z on TikTok

Buchenwald, the Decline of American Prestige, and Memory

Holocaust Remembrance Days Really Do Matter

Perspective | For Holocaust survivors in the U.S., more than remembrance is needed

'Life is beautiful': Holocaust survivor Esther Basch shares her story of hate and love in Las Cruces

Holocaust Survivor Shares Her Story Of Courage, Resilience

Lost Children of the Holocaust

I Was Supposed to Follow My Mother to Auschwitz. This Is How I Survived.

Holocaust survivor speaks at Fairfield: 'Hitler killed the Jews, but he won't kill my heritage.'

He survived the Holocaust, then discovered a secret family: ‘I won the lottery’

'I didn't want to be a Jew': NJ woman survived Holocaust through parents who hid identity

These Holocaust survivors were once classmates in a DP camp. They just reunited after 76 years.

Auschwitz survivor tells 1,000 students of horrors 'that can never be erased'

Holocaust survivor travels Tennessee

Westchester Remembers the Six Million Lost at Holocaust Remembrance | The Examiner News

Gathering warned about Holocaust distortion

Varian Fry’s Holocaust rescue network and the origins of the IRC

Saving The Memory Of Two Forgotten Holocaust Victims

How rescue of Jewish sisters during Holocaust brought full-circle moment to Ukrainian refugee family

Community hears stories of loss, perseverance during Holocaust Remembrance Day

Holocaust Survivor Shares Message of Hope with St. John’s Community

Holocaust survivor: ‘I want them to know’
The Most Important Holocaust Memoir You've Never Heard Of
Holocaust survivor from Carlsbad traveling to Poland to confront haunting past

Gal Gadot Just Hosted This Holocaust Survivor in Her Living Room

Gal Gadot Hosts Gathering for Yom HaShoah With Youngest Holocaust Survivor Saved by Oskar Schindler

Gal Gadot hosts Yom HaShoah event with Sacha Baron Cohen and Harvey Keitel

In Actor Gal Gadot's Living Room, Schindler's List Survivor Inspires Generations

We Remember Concentration Camp Liberator Alan Moskin, 96, Advocate for Holocaust Education and Remembrance

Children of Holocaust survivors want memories to stay alive

Teaching lessons of the Holocaust as number of survivors decreases

Remembering the Holocaust on Yom HaShoah |Opinion

B'nai Torah honors those who survived Holocaust

Holocaust Remembrance Day Observed By Oregon Museum With The Reading Of The Names

Holocaust memorial dedicated to women erected in Greensboro

Port St. Lucie temple obtains one of 1,540 torah scrolls that survived the Holocaust

Charlotte temple restores rare Torah for Holocaust Remembrance Day. Why it matters.

"Violins of Hope" brings stories of survival from Holocaust to Chicago

Violins of Hope: Holocaust-era instruments brought back to life

‘Violins of Hope’ performance honors Holocaust victims with restored instruments

A Refrain Of 'Never Again' Violins Of Hope Exhibit Arrives In Elgin Showcasing Holocaust Era Instruments

Jascha Heifetz in the Case of the Violinist and the Fanatical Doorman

Artificial intelligence keeps the memory of Holocaust survivors alive

From Nazi Granddaughter to Holocaust Scholar: Researching the Vatican’s Holocaust-Era Archives with Suzanne Brown-Fleming and Shana Penn

I will Never Forgive And Definitely Not Forget: Holocaust Survivor Shares Harrowing Story

An Interview with Ambassador Michele Taylor

HMTC Storyteller Dana Arschin & Holocaust Survivor Leo Ullman on ABC7NY with anchor Bill Ritter

CNN Anchor Learns Stunning Revelation About Grandparents Killed In Holocaust

Fashion icon Diane von Furstenberg: Holocaust survivor mother is my main inspiration

The loving, complex relationship I had with my mother, a Holocaust survivor

Rapper Meek Mill Joins Patriots Owner Robert Kraft on ‘Impactful’ March of the Living Through Auschwitz
Rapper Meek Mill vows to 'spread the word' against antisemitism after Auschwitz visit

'This book is our memory'

Holocaust survivor speaks at Bedford library

Local Holocaust Survivor’s story Retold By Holocaust Center Prime Stage Theatre

One Youth Group, An Army, and Two Uprisings—The Resistance of Joseph Greenblatt

Elmhurst University to present noted historian in Holocaust lecture

Holocaust Memorial Museum Visit Further Connects Greg Joseph With His Jewish Heritage

Ohio Holocaust and Genocide Memorial Education Commission announces grant program

How Yom Hashoah is being marked in New York City

Where Holocaust commemoration succeeded and where it failed

Greater Holyoke Council for Human Understanding 2023 Holocaust Remembrance Event

New Haven Native, Ex-Post Reporter Traces Lost Kin In Holocaust

Honoring Holocaust Remembrance Day, Mary Salton Shares Experience as a Child in Nazi Europe

Florida Holocaust Memorial Spurs Debate

’How do you describe hell?’ : Retired McNeese history professor offers insight into how, why Holocaust happened - American Press

Local Historian To Present On Holocaust On May 8th In Pine River - Echo Journal

Library nonprofit to host Holocaust memorial event in Longmont

Why we are teaching the Holocaust wrong

Remembering the Shoah

Ask the question | Grant Arthur Gochin | The Blogs (timesofisrael.com)

They Proved There's More Than One Way to Fight Back Against Nazis

6M Jewish people died in the holocaust. Pensacola play shares stories of 6 who survived.

Florida high school pulls graphic novel adaptation of Anne Frank’s diary, saying it is ‘not age appropriate’

Graphic version of Anne Frank book removed by Florida school

‘Not age appropriate’: Florida high school pulls graphic novel adaptation of Anne Frank’s diary

Florida school pulls ‘graphic’ adaptation of Anne Frank's diary

Version of ‘Anne Frank’ removed from Florida high school library after parent complaint

Florida school district removes book about Anne Frank from libraries

Illustrated Anne Frank book removed by Florida school

Supervisors adopt Holocaust Remembrance resolution

Explore Michigan: The Zekelman Holocaust Center
A Redesign for Future Generations

Holocaust Museum trip draws large MSU student delegation

Synagogue remembers those lost in the Holocaust

New Haven Yom Hashoah commemoration remembers Holocaust victims

'People didn’t just wake up one day and there was a Holocaust.' Event seeks to combat hate

With Holocaust education mandated, social studies teachers meet | Wisconsin Jewish Chronicle

Third Generation School Programs Provide A Link To The Holocaust

Courtney Conte ’23 Honors Holocaust Survivor Through Research Project

Campus Connection: Viterbo Holocaust Workshop

A search for tolerance in the heart of Jewish L.A. reveals fear, resolve and signs of hope

Her Name Was Luka

Jewish Actress Selma Blair Has a Message For Those Who Want to Ban ‘Night’

Author hopes to raise wider awareness of Holocaust’s impact

Max J. Friedman on Why He Chose to Write a Memoir About His Holocaust-Surviving Parents

Re-creating the taste of a childhood lost in the Holocaust

Proposal For March Of The Living

Patriots’ Robert Kraft joined by Meek Mill for Holocaust march

I Taught My Six-Year-Old Daughter About The Holocaust And Got Sent To The Principal's Office

Opinion | What Holocaust Storytellers Like Me Know About ‘Secondhand Smoke’

As Holocaust memories fade, 'Never Again' falls to new generations

LI Teen Connects To His Roots, Meets Holocaust Survivor

Holocaust Remembrance Exhibit Comes to Harvard

Holocaust survivors, descendants join forces on social media

Daughter of Holocaust survivors shares parents' story with younger generations: "We can stand up"

From Victim Of Antisemitism To Empowered Holocaust Educator

Speaker: Anti-Semitism Not Only Threatens Jewish Community But Society At Large

Ceremony commemorating Holocaust Remembrance Day held in Miami Beach

‘We should never forget’: Hundreds gather to remember the Holocaust, celebrate survivors

Former Augie prof shares Holocaust survival story at Yom Hashoah

U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground Commemorates Holocaust Days Of Remembrance

Garden in Northbrook part of living Holocaust memorial

Rabbi Smulowitz: Was God silent during the Holocaust tragedy?
How music led to a cantor’s survival story, and how it lives on in his grandson

The Odd Knight of the Cinnamon Shops

'Unearthed' Review: A Holocaust Story Kept Secret

Book Review: 'Bruno Schulz,' by Benjamin Balint

“She wouldn’t take off her boots” is North Carolina’s first Holocaust memorial

Meet Brandon Uranowitz, Star of Broadway’s Must-See Hit, ‘Leopoldstadt’

'Perseverance' tells story of Squirrel Hill jeweler's journey from Holocaust camps to the U.S.

‘We Have to Remember’: Cast and Crew of New Miniseries ‘A Small Light’ Talk About Holocaust-Era Heroism

Nat Geo releases first trailer for Holocaust-themed limited series ‘A Small Light’ in advance of May 1 launch

The real Jewish history behind Netflix’s ‘Transatlantic’ and the WWII rescue mission that inspired it

The Jewish history behind the WWII rescue that inspired Netflix’s ‘Transatlantic’

Netflix Unveils Teaser for New Limited Series ‘All The Light We Cannot See’ Set in Nazi-Occupied France

Trailer Drops for Holocaust Miniseries About Dutch Secretary Who Hid Anne Frank’s Family From Nazis

Can a Holocaust documentary have a happy ending? Should it?

Spielberg Says Antisemitism Is “No Longer Lurking, But Standing Proud” Like 1930s Germany

Incredible portraits of American Holocaust survivors

Food was a comfort for Auschwitz survivors. A new cookbook showcases their recipes — and resilience.

Spokane Community Observance of the Holocaust Committee announces winners for annual art contest

Holocaust Denial Is Proliferating On Gaming And Social Media Platforms, Says New ADL Report

A witness to the rebirth of Israel: Jewish DPs in Austria; The story of US Army Chaplain Oscar M. Lifshutz and the Jewish DPS’ at Camp Riedenberg in Salzburg Austria, May 14, 1948.

Social Media Personality Montana Tucker Leads Pledge About Holocaust Education at 30th Anniversary Event for US Holocaust Memorial Museum

Auschwitz Memorial calls WWE 'shameless' for using its image in a match promo

New York Times Marks Holocaust Remembrance Day With Piece Warning of Israeli Fascism

New York City Police Charge Man Accused of Graffitiing Swastikas on Jewish Daycare and Synagogue

Multiple Swastika Graffiti Incidents Occur in New York State
The Florida sheriff vs. the neo-Nazi ‘scumbags’

Florida sheriff tears into Neo-Nazi agitators: 'These scumbags came to the wrong county'

A Florida sheriff is on the warpath against neo-Nazi ‘scumbags’ who want him dead

Swastika Scratched Into Skin of Autistic Jewish Student

Jewish student with autism had swastika carved onto his back, mother says

Swastika found 'carved into back' of Jewish student at Las Vegas high school

School bullies carve swastika into skin of Las Vegas Jewish boy

FBI Investigates Swastika Carved Into Autistic Jewish Teen’s back

Swastika Carved into Back of Jewish Teenager Sparks FBI Probe

FBI probing swastika carved into back of autistic Jewish teen

Swastika carved into US Jewish teen’s back at school; culprits not found in 6 weeks

Massachusetts woman arrested for placing swastikas at Jewish woman’s home

Swastika Carved Into Dartmouth ‘Green’ Common Space

Vatican

Scholars Are Learning More About What the Catholic Church Did—and Didn't Do—to Save Jews During the Holocaust

-------------------------------

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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